A TALE OF TWO WINTERS

2023 OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC FORECAST DIVIDES COUNTRY

Will it be the best of winters or the absolute worst? The newest edition of North America’s most trusted Almanac predicts that this winter will split the country in two. Plus, inspired stories of small farms, a primer on organizing family treasures, hay fever home remedies, a traditional Ukrainian Christmas, and much more!
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“DEPENDING ON WHERE YOU live, this will be the best of winters or memorable for all the wrong reasons,” reports Janice Stillman, editor of The Old Farmer’s Almanac. “One half of the country will deal with bone-chilling cold and loads of snow, while the other half may feel like winter never really arrives.” For 231 years, The Old Farmer’s Almanac has been helping readers to prepare for the season ahead with its 80 percent–accurate weather forecasts.

FOR MOST OF THE WESTERN half of the United States, The 2023 Old Farmer’s Almanac is predicting a coming winter that’s “Wet & Mild”—one with lots of (mostly) rain and temperatures that trend upward by as much as several degrees above normal. This is in stark contrast to what’s coming for the rest of the country.

WINTER FOR MUCH OF THE Midwest and along the East Coast is best described as “Shivery & Snowy.” The eastern half of the U.S. should brace for potentially record-breaking cold. This frigid forecast extends to the Deep South and Texas, which could see the mercury diving as much as 8 degrees F below normal!

FREEZING TEMPERATURES will also bring above-average snow totals to most areas in the eastern U.S. that typically experience snowfall.

CONTACT: GINGER VAUGHAN, GINGER@QUINNBREIN.COM, 844-322-5557
In addition to its much-anticipated weather forecasts, The Old Farmer's Almanac is known for being “useful, with a pleasant degree of humor.” Highlights from the 2023 Almanac include . . .

DISPATCHES from family farms: stories from a diverse group of independent farmers taking big risks that pay off personally, in their communities, and for the environment.

GARDENING TIPS for perfect perennials and chiles for every palate. Also, gardening trends for the coming year (a sneak peek: 54% of young adults would rather go to a garden center than a night club).

FESTIVE FOOD: delicious dishes (and family traditions) from a Ukrainian Christmas and sweet and savory winners from the Almanac’s banana recipe contest.

PRACTICAL LIFE ADVICE: a straightforward method for organizing keepsakes and sometimes surprising home remedies to handle hay fever.

STORIES AS ONLY The Old Farmer's Almanac can tell: a legendary timekeeper; an ancient grain that's not just for the birds; a step-by-step guide to hatching chickens; and much, much more!

THE 2023 OLD FARMER'S ALMANAC is available for just $7.99 wherever books and magazines are sold. Support local booksellers whenever possible! A full list of stores that carry The Old Farmer’s Almanac is available at Almanac.com/Wheretobuy. Print and digital copies of The 2023 Old Farmer’s Almanac are also available online at Almanac.com/Shop and on Amazon.

The Old Farmer’s Almanac—with its iconic yellow cover and classic corner hole—originates from Yankee Publishing Inc., an employee-owned company in Dublin, New Hampshire. The Almanac's editors also produce the annual Garden Guide, digital monthly magazine EXTRA!, The Old Farmer’s Almanac for Kids (Vol. 9 now available), and a collection of wall and desk calendars, including The Old Farmer's Almanac Planner. They also produce a collection of timeless gardening titles, which include the Flower Gardener's Handbook (released in Spring 2022) and Vegetable Gardener’s Handbook (now in its fifth printing!). Daily Almanac wit and wisdom are available through Almanac.com, Facebook, Pinterest, Instagram, and the Amazon Echo and Google Home voice assistants.

EDITOR’S NOTE: To set up an interview or request a print edition of The 2023 Old Farmer's Almanac, please email ginger@quinnbrein.com. You can also find press materials, cover art, and weather maps at Almanac.com/Media.